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in this episode, allan mckay interviews daniel sousa, vfx producer about his journey to vfx, the importance of independence and ownership, a vfx founder’s take on leadership, the power of competition, technological change and our need to master them, how to attract top talent,
choices that matter, preserving the quality of work and why you can’t make a movie without a team. in this episode, allan mckay interviews felipe miranda, concept visualiser about his path to vfx, conceptualising and thinking ahead, connecting the dots to answer a question,
making a film vs. a show, how their work impacts the world and the importance of collaboration. in this episode, allan mckay interviews jessica wentland a.k.a. weird girl about her process as a dp, the purpose of a dp, the importance of good visual feedback, the power of posture,
the importance of artistic unity, the connections that matter and the danger of overworking. in this episode, allan mckay interviews janet blueabout her path to vfx, the importance of support, the power of a good partnership, the power of a good idea and how the journey informs
the road ahead. in this episode, allan mckay interviews one of the most talented, creative and curious people i know - working in the world of virtual reality, vivere studios coo anil paul. anil and vivere are at the forefront of the changing landscape of vr, cultivating the pioneers and
leaders of this new space. the below course will give you the experience of a professional pipeline and just like that! you will learn all the tricks of the trade and when it comes to the actual modeling and rigging techniques, it will be like on the job training.
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michael o'reilly, michael leigland, adam myhill, jennifer niedz. how do you take the fundamentals of virtual production and apply it to more contemporary workflows? jvm world 2019: https://vimeo.com/250282266 this topic was covered earlier in the week, in our'mini-podcast'
entitled annalect with vineet and mark teale. the story in this podcast will concentrate more on the practical side of your workflow, as you asked for: in this episode, allan mckay interviews sofia ramos, head of weta digital about the power of making it in vfx, her technical journey,

the importance of other people, the importance of time, the power of position and why thinking about work can help people think more clearly. in this episode, allan mckay interviews loren weissner, the co-founder and president of mind\element, about the incredible transformations
that have taken place in the short time since they started and how it’s been a huge asset to their industry, the incredible success of mind\element and the diversity of individuals and companies that are a part of it, their unique experience at sundance, how art inspires technology

and the power of collective experiences. in this episode, allan mckay interviews the director of mastering bobby g. about his path to vfx, the importance of staying true to yourself as an artist, how the time spent by solo artists isolates them, the importance of understanding
storytelling, confidence in your craft and how to become a leader. in this episode, allan mckay interviews danny cohan, producer and creator of the award winning vfx film the king, about his path to vfx, the beginnings of his career as an animator, the story of the king, the impact of

vfx on the story and their dedication to organic visual storytelling. 5ec8ef588b
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